Comparatives 2

Finish the sentence with the correct form:

Example; I am faster than you.

You are not/ aren't as fast as me.

1. London is more populated than Paris.
   Paris...

2. Donkeys are smellier than sheep.
   Sheep...

3. Tigers are rarer than pandas.
   Pandas...

4. Octopuses are more intelligent than horses.
   Horses...

5. Your sister is more energetic than mine.
   My sister...

6. Italians are more talkative than Germans.
   Germans...

7. Good students learn better than bad students.
   Bad students...

8. My dad is stronger than your day.
   Your...
1. Paris isn´t as populated as London.
2. Sheep don´t smell as bad/much as donkeys.
3. Pandas aren´t as rare as tigers.
4. Horses aren´t as intelligent as octopuses.
5. My sister is less energetic than yours.
6. Germans aren´t as talkative as Italians/Germans are less talkative than Italians.
7. Bad students don´t learn as well as good students.
8. Your dad isn´t as strong as mine.